Abstract -This paper presents a new concept for scheduling transmissions in a wireless radio system operating at multiple frequency bands: the Multi-Band Scheduler (MBS). The MBS ensures transparency of the operation on multiple bands for the higher network layers. Special attention is paid to achieve low delay and latency when operating the system in the multi-band mode. Particularly we propose additions to the ARQ procedures to achieve this. Further, we work out in detail two deployment scenarios for multi-band scheduling. Firstly operation in a spectrum sharing context where multiple bands are used; one dedicated band for basic service and one shared extension band for extended services. Secondly we consider multi-band operation in a relay environment where the two bands have different propagation properties and relays provide extra coverage and capacity in the whole cell.
INTRODUCTION
The European WINNER research project is a cooperation of a large number of partners from industry, operators, and academia and is partly funded by the European Union. The aim of the project is to develop flexible and scalable radio interfaces covering different domains (local area, metropolitan area, and wide area) with the same radio interface. Key innovation areas within the project include new concepts such as spectrum sharing [I] and network relays 121.
The radio interface design within WINNER is aimed at attaining both high flexibility in terms of spectrum and a high spectral efficiency; two goals that are difficult to combine. The medium access control (MAC) system layer plays an important role for fulfilling these goals. It controls the physical layer, the radio resource allocation, the spatial processing and the packet scheduling 131.
It is foreseen that new spectrum in different frequency bands will be allocated for future radio communication systems (IMT-Advanced 141). Furthermore, spectrum that is currently allocated to second and third generation wireless communication systems may be reused. Consequently, such systems should be able to operate in multiple bands and in a multi-mode operation. They can use these multiple bands to balance the load of the networks or to provide required quality of service levels. It is also predicted that one of these bands, the basic "B" band, might be dedicated to the service (Radio Access Technology, or operator) and the other band, the extension "E" band, might be shared between different operators andlor different services (e.g. mobile communication and fixed satellite service (FSS)). Sharing the spectrum with other radio technologies is seen as a promising technique to increase the spectrum utilization.
Relays can be used in multi-band operation to balance the coverage area of different frequency bands. Bands with lower center frequency have better propagation properties (larger ranges) than higher frequency bands. Relays can be used to extend the operation in the higher bands, and could, for example for cost reasons, operate in only one spectrum band. In this case multi-band scheduling at the BS of a Relay Enhanced Cell is needed. As relays add additional delay to the network, a multi-band operation with fast retransmissions and low delays is important.
The importance of delay as a parameter can be seen from the following simplified delay budget calculation. Assuming a two-hop scenario where we want to achieve an end-to-end delay between two peer IP entities of up to 20ms (maximum delay for highly interactive services 151) and assuming that over the air interface itself a delay of maximum 10 ms is required (like in 3GPP-LTE 161). Then while allowing one retransmission over two hops and assuming an air-interface transmission delay of lms the delay budget can be determined as follows: one transmission on each link, plus one feed back message and a retransmission sums up to 4 m s and additional processing delay, leaving a margin of up to 6ms 171.
IP packets arriving at the Multi Band Scheduler (MBS) are segmented into Radio Transmission Units (RTU) after which the MBS distributes them to the available bands. The MBS enables fast switching between bands, and simultaneous operation in multiple bands. In each band the data is transmitted in so called Transport Blocks. I In [7] it was found that in a relaying scenario 95% of the users experience a delay of up to 3ms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides an introduction to the multi-band scheduling concept. Section 3 focuses on the transfer of the hybrid ARQ context. Sections 4 and 5 present the multiband scheduler in a spectrum sharing and relay context respectively. Finally, in Section 6 conclusions are drawn.
MULTI-BAND SCHEDULING CONCEPT
In this section we introduce in more detail the functional elements of the MBS that can be added to a single band operation MAC to enable multi band operation.
The general kamework for the scheme is presented in Figure 2- Different Hybrid ARQ protocols exist and two possible approaches could be used: chase combining (retransmission of the whole TB and combining these at the receiver), and incremental redundancy (retransmission of additional redundancy bits, providing the receiver with more information about the TB).
When the RTUs are ready for transmission they can be additionally (and optionally) encoded by an outer code, which can be punctured and interleaved. The resulting units are called FEC blocks, and are potentially smaller than TBs. The FEC blocks are inserted in the resource scheduling buffer, one buffer for uplink and for downlink (DL) if required (e.g. a UT has only uplink buffer). From the resource scheduling buffer the data is processed, the data is drained bit-by-bit and mapped according to the scheduling criteria (e.g. mapped on optimal chunks, or mapped on a dispersed set of chunks to achieve frequency diversity).
In case that a certain band is no longer available the MBS provides a mechanism for transferring the context of the users from that particular band to another band that is still being serviced (Context Transfer Unit). This transfer occurs in real-time, and is seamless to the end user. During the context transfer parameters essential for the transmission are transferred. Adaptation and prioritization of the user flows may be needed as the new band might not be able to accommodate all traffic kom the band that is no longer available. The timing of the transfer is an important issue; real-time changes when a band becomes unavailable are supported, as well as preventive context transfers when information is obtained that the availability of a band will change in the (near) future. This is done by Band Monitoring functionality in the MBS.
In the multi-band architecture considered here many common functions for the operation on the different bands can be identified. These functions may be shared between the different bands. Therefore for example the same flow ID, UT ID, etc. can be used on both bands, which simplifies the context transfer between the bands. However some problems related to ARQ and synchronization remain to allow fast switching and will be addressed in the following sections. In the conceptual discussion above we distinguished two spectrum bands, but a more generalized approach can also be used for further kagrnented spectrum.
HYBRID ARQ CONTEXT TRANSFER
In order to allow a fast context transfer between two bands the ARQ procedure is very important. If ARQ retransmissions have to be finished before switching to the other band then the switching process will be slow depending on the ARQ settings, e.g. a delay of up to 20 ms is quite well possible. In order to allow a fast context transfer, we propose the following ARQ operation.
Outer-ARQ (E2E ARQ)
The E2E ARQ is placed above the MBS and thus the context transfer from one band to the other does not change the E2E ARQ process (Figure 2-1 illustrates this) . After a context transfer the multi-band scheduler should take into account that a band is (temporarily) not in use.
Inner-ARQ (HARQ)
It is different for the HARQ process, which is independent for the two bands, and thus for this case a fast context transfer option is required. To allow the HARQ process to continue we propose to transfer the HARQ buffer between the two bands as illustrated in Figure 3 -1. The Context transfer Unit coordinates the transfer from the MBS and the HARQ units of each band exchange the data and parameters. When the UTA moves from the "E" band to the "B" band also the HARQ buffer is transferred and the HARQ retransmissions can be continued on the "B" band.
This requires that: 1.
the buffers for the "B" and the "E" queue are pooled 2.
the HARQ processes in the "B"-queue and the "E"-queue use a common numbering scheme in case of (fast) context transfer the data is either copied or read from the other queue, i.e. schedulers should be able to read both buffer types ("B" and "Ex)
The new arriving data is scheduled to the new band queue and data remaining in the buffers is transferred to the queues of the other band During the context transfer the data that is exchanged could include next to the data in the buffers, the number of performed retransmissions and the already shared redundancy bits (for incremental redundancy HARQ). 
Preparation of band switch
In many situations the band switch is already known beforehand and preparations can be started. For example if the BS knows that the "E" band is not available any more in 5ms then it can command the UT to synchronize with the "B" band. The BS can assist the synchronization by sending for example the time shift to the beginning of the next frame on the "B" band, the frequency shift between the two bands and other system information such as the position of the resource allocation table. Further, the UT can estimate for example the path-loss and an initial channel quality indicator and report it already before switching to the "B" band. When the UT switches the band this information is forwarded from the "E" band to the "B" band scheduler.
USE OF MBS FOR FLEXIBLE SPECTRUM SHARING
The ITU-R studies [8] [9] show that a considerable amount of new spectrum will be needed to allow for the total capacity that is needed for delivering the predicted services and traffic in the future. Spectrum in a wireless network is already a scarce resource and will become even scarcer in the future. Sharing the spectrum with other radio systems is a possibility to access additional spectrum based on the assumption that when one network operator or radio system is in demand of spectrum, the other network operator might have spectrum available. Exploitation of spectrum availability and assignment or sharing of this spectrum leads to a better utilization of spectrum throughout a multi-operator or a multi-radio-network environment. Radio systems currently operating in the IMT candidate bands are identified as potential candidate technologies for sharing their spectrum with future radio communication systems. The IMT candidate bands are [lo] : 410-430 MHz, 450-470 MHz, 470-8061862 MHz, 2.3-2.4 GHz, 2.7-2.9 GHz, 3.4-4.2GHz and 4.4-4.99 GHz. As a concrete example, possible extension bands are the 3.4-4.2 GHz and 4.4-4.99 GHz bands, FSS is the primary system operating in large portions of these bands. To enable sharing in these additional bands it is required for the UTs to operate in a multi band environment. On the one hand the shared new bands should be accessible, on the other hand, dedicated and guaranteed bands should be available to be able to offer guaranteed network access. A system deploying one dedicated band at a lower band and a shared band at higher frequency is illustrated in Figure 4 The MBS can be deployed in this case to abstract the different physical layers used from the higher network layers. The MBS can use priority levels of the traffic for assigning to traffic to either band and in case of changes in availability of the extension band the MBS can relocate traffic or decide to drop or reduce the bandwidth of less important flows. For this the MBS takes an input from the sharing negotiation functionalities in the network [I] . When the extension, or shared band is unavailable, a fast transfer to the basic band should be provided to maintain connectivity and provide basic and priority services. In addition there can be various reasons to initiate a band transfer, for example the load in the other system with whom the resources are shared may change, a user terminal might move into an area where it would interfere with the other system's transmissions like FSS.
Anticipation of band change improves the system performance, so that contexts can be exchanged before the connection on the band is actually lost (Band Monitoring). The information about this can be obtained by scanning the other network, or from spectrum negotiation functionality.
The MBS can be used to coordinate switching between bands by either providing seamless continuous operations (smooth context transfer), or completion of transmission before context transfer.
USE OF MBS WHEN RELAYING
We envision a typical relay deployment scenario for multi-band operation as illustrated in Figure 5 -1. It shows a REC, where the BS is equipped with both a radio interface for the "B" band and for the "E" band. The BS is able to provide coverage with the "B" band radio interface. However it cannot cover the same area with the "E" band radio interface.
RNs are used to extend the coverage of the "E" band radio interface to the areas of interest. The RNs are only equipped with the "E" band radio interface and thus less complex and cheaper than a BS. The RNs in the extension band do not have to provide ubiquitous coverage but there might be areas that are only covered by the "E" band and not by the "B" band.
Next we demonstrate how this deployment can be utilized for efficient multi-band operation that allows load sharing and quality of service support taking the properties of the two radio bands into account. Figure 5-1 illustrates the basic operation mode in DL. In addition to the criteria that the BS uses in a deployment without relays the BS additionally takes the following criteria into account when deciding which data packets should be sent on the basic band and which packets on the extension band:
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Services with low delay requirements should be scheduled on the bandllink that requires fewer hops (this will mainly be the "B" band as it has the better propagation conditions and therefore a wider coverage area). High speed users with an "E" band served by RNs should be transferred to the basic band (RN will have smaller coverage area and this policy will reduce the number of missed packets, because the UT has left the coverage area of the RN once the packet arrives there). So far we have presented the multi-band operation in RECs only for RNs that operate only in the "E" band. However some of the RNs might be equipped with both a "B" band and an "E" band radio interface. Figure 5 -2 illustrates the case where the RN closest to the BS is not equipped with a MBS and therefore the packets received on the "B" band can only be forwarded on the "B" band and the packets received on the "E" band only on the "E" band. Typically the "E" band offers higher capacity than the "B" band and it is beneficial to use the "En band on the BS-RN link, even if the RN serves the UT on the "B" band.
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Extension Band Figure 5 -3 the RN closest to the BS is equipped with a MBS and can decide to forward packets on the "B" or "E" band even if it was received on the other band. Thus, the MBS allows balancing the load of the two bands on the link between the BS and the RN. Further, the BS might be able to reach RNs via one hop on the "B" band and via multiple hops on the "E" band. Therefore, it might be beneficial for delay sensitive traffic to send data on the "B" band to the RN, which forwards it on the "E" band to the UT.
Another important aspect of a REC is the handling of the outer ARQ (E2E ARQ) between BS and UT, sometimes also referred to as relay ARQ. Without an outer ARQ between BS and UT the BS does not know whether data send to the RN is successfhlly transmitted to the UTs. Thus, in case of handovers data that is still in the buffer of RNs might be lost, even if the handover destination is within the REC. Additionally, an outer ARQ (E2E ARQ) process is used on each hop to recover fiom residual inner ARQ (HARQ) errors, caused for example by a NACK that is misinterpreted as an ACK. A detailed description of the ARQ handling in RECs can be found in [7] . A MBS at RNs offers additional degrees of freedom in a multi-hop relay scenario with more than 2 hops. Figure 5-4 illustrates the ARQ procedure that we propose to utilize in the MBS at the RN. Even though there is a handover on the "E"-Band and the Hop E2E ARQ was not successful, the RN with MBS might still be able to serve the UT on the "B"-Band. In this case the RN closer to the UT forwards the E2E NACKs from the UT to the RN with the MBS. The RN equipped with a MBS receives the NACK and if it decides to initiate a retransmission on the "B" band, it simply does not forward the NACK to the BS. In the same way original transmissions on the "B" band can be retransmitted on the "Em band.
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Figure 5-4 REC with Hop E2E ARQ plus E2E ARQ between BS and UT and RN (with MBS) and UT. RN can initiate a retransmission on a different hand than the original transmission.
Next to single path relaying, cooperative relaying can be integrated as an add-on in the relaying concept as proposed in [7] for example. A receiving node may combine signals from more than one transmitting node. Multi-hop diversity is one example, in which a receiving node combines the signals received from previous nodes in the path. In a 2-hop DL path, the UT combines the signal from a RN with the signal from the BS. Cooperative relaying and intelligent deployment reduce the total cost of a multi-hop network by reducing the number of relays needed for a given performance [7] .
In the two hop case, the BS allocates the resources for all the cooperative transmissions, i.e. even in a case where the RN is equipped with a MBS, the BS also decides on which band the cooperative transmission will take place. Cooperative transmissions on two different bands require that the UT has to be associated with two bands at the same time which increases the UT complexity and power consumption. Thus, cooperative transmissions on different bands should be avoided and the BS has to balance the gain from utilizing cooperative relaying and from using different bands on the first and second hop.
However, as described above, by using the HARQ context transfer retransmissions can be performed on another band and additional gain can be obtained without requiring the UT to operate simultaneously on two bands.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a new concept called multiband scheduler for future communication systems. This scheduler allows for operation on multiple bands in a delay constrained environment. The proposed tight integration between multiple bands enables a fast and seamless switch between different bands. The Multi-Band scheduler also ensures that the PHY and MAC layer operation is abstracted from the higher layers. This means that the higher layers are not aware of the actual resources used, but only of the available capacity. The fast switch between multiple bands adds additional degrees of freedom to optimize the network operation and the multi-band operation can be utilized to balance the load of the networks or to provide required quality of service levels to the UTs.
The operation of the MBS is discussed in detail in two different scenarios: Spectrum sharing and relays.
In a multiple bands operations environment with a shared extension band, guaranteed basic service and shared un-guaranteed service are considered. Using the MBS, a seamless switch can be made if the shared band is no longer available and the guaranteed basic services are not interrupted. In a relay environment both relays and base stations may operate in different bands with different propagation properties. Relays can be used to provide extra coverage for the band with worse propagation conditions. The MBS at both the BS and the RN enables to balance the network load on each hop by utilizing different bands.
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